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confessed that he had hoped thereby for " the liberation of the Scotish Queene, and
what should thereupon have been reasonablie demanded for the benefit of the
catholikes here,"1
The word " reasonablie " seemed to Elizabeth the more unsuitable, in that to
conspire for a foreign conquest was, under the laws of every nation, high treason;
penalty death.
On the loth July, Throckmorton was taken from the Tower to Tyburn, and
there hanged, drawn, and quartered; another of the long procession of Englishmen
upon whom fell the bitter payment for relying upon Spain. And so, once more,
what was planned for Queen Elizabeth's undoing was turned to her advantage, the
tragic fate of Throckmorton giving a popular impression that nothing attempted
against " Hir Majestie " could succeed.
That Elizabeth's Ministers were not mistaken in judging die danger to be
genuine, appears the most clearly from King Philip himself. On the 24th June,
1583, J. B. de Tassis had written to him from Paris about the Duke of Guise and die
intended " English enterprise ": " The plan which Hercules had in hand, as I
reported to your Majesty on the 4th of, May, was an act of violence against that
lady," (unnamed, but obviously Queen Elizabeth), " which someone, probably from
interested motives, was to have performed." Philip underlined " act of violence,"
and added in the margin, " I think we understand that here. It would not have
been bad if it had been done by them . . ." !2 And to the Count of Olivares
who was representing him at the Vatican, he deplored " the danger of die
negotiations being discovered, as they are passing through so many hands . . .
This has always been my fear, and has led me to enjoin secrecy many times, and to
urge that no show should be made until the blow can be dealt."3 He adds that he
is " very sorry " for the English Catholics; but that his main anxiety is " that the
principal thing may not be discovered," meaning presumably the intended
assassination of Elizabeth. Mary Queen of Scots, when subsequently charged with
being concerned in the invasion plot, admitted having encouraged foreign Princes
to come to her aid, but firmly denied concurrence in (or knowledge of) conspiracies
against the life of Elizabeth.
Throckmorton, and other English Catholics concerned, died with the composure
and courage then usual to Englishmen in every walk of life; but a supposition put
forward in our time that the conspiracies were mere fabrications by Lord Burghley
and Sir Francis Walsingham, could never have arisen if adequate attention had
been paid to the correspondence of King Philip with his own Ambassadors and
officers.4
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